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Abstract-In this paper, the particular model that describes the thin-plate Row of incompressible 
non-Newtonian viscous fluids is investigated. This model, which arises from polymer processing, 
concerns the initial boundary problem of nonstationary thin-plate flow of non-Newtonian viscous 
incompressible fluids. By using monotone operator theory and Schauder’s fixed-point theorem, an 
existence and uniqueness theorem for a generalized solution is obtained, and the regularity for this 
solution is tested. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Generalized solution, Regularity, Non-Newtonian fluid, Monotone operator, Thin- 
plate flow. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
h,Iathematical models for fluid motion play an important role in theoretical and computational 
studies in the aeronautical, meteorological, and oceanographic sciences, in plasma physics, in the 
chemical and petroleum industries, in polymer processin g, etc. From a mathematical point view, 
the study of fluid motion problems is first how to establish appropriate mathematical models 
that can, in as many situations as possible, represent the fluid motion of interest. However, in 
many situations, it is still not clear which models are most appropriate for a specific fluid motion 
problem. In the analysis of polymer processinb, 0 we have directed our attention to the flow of an 
incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluid. The strict mathematical treatment of the problem 
involving flow of incompressible viscous fluids leads to the creation of the mathematical model 
governed by the Navier-Stokes equation and several more results (see (l-41). After studying 
the thin-plate flow of viscous incompressible non-Newtonian fluids, we construct the generalized 
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Navier-Stokes equation to describe the thin-plate flow of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous 
fluids (see [5]). 
Up to now, there are extensive works on the problem of Newtonian fluids (i.e., Navier-Stokes 
equation, see [4-ll]), but results for non-Newtonian fluids are quite few. How to extend the 
results of Newtonian fluids to non-Newtonian fluids is quite an arduous and interesting task. 
In [2-5,121, a model for the motion of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluids has been 
proposed. The particular model they consider is given by 
where !J is an open domain with smooth boundary in Rn(n = 2,3), and d R denotes the boundary 
ofR,X$-=dRx(O,T),QT = R x (0, T), T E (0, +oo), ui and p denote, respectively, the velocity 
and pressure, while f and uc denote the given external force and initial velocity vector field. 
The function n(.) is a viscosity coefficient function determined by the specific fluids, &j(u) = 
& + 2/Z, and II(u) = [(x&i 1$~(21))/2]‘/~. The viscosity coefficient q(.) satisfies the 
foliowing conditions: 
(1) 77l.f E qo.+m]? 
(2) 0 < 91 I 77(14 5 772 < +QJ, v II f [O, +m], 
(3) go, 0 < a < rll, vo < II1 < II2 < +oo 
(4) 
[r$Il)IIl - ?7(112)112](111 - 112) 2 a(II1 - 112)2. 
We put forward (HV) with its practical background. In fact, most of the non-Newtonian flu- 
ids (dilatant fluids, pseudo-plastic fluids, etc.) satisfy (Hv). For model (l), Duvaut and Lions 
have studied Bingham fluids using a Galerkin method in [12]. They obtained the existence and 
uniqueness of weak solutions in tw~dimensional domains. Shi improved and extended the results 
of 1121 in [2]. R ecently, after studying polymer processing, Zhou established a tw~dim~nsionai 
~llatl~elnatical model for the thin-plate flow of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluids and 
Sun obtained, under some reasonable conditions, some new conclusions on the existence of pe- 
riodic solutions and the characteristics of the generalized solution when t + +oo for the model 
(see [5,13]). According to this model, we can study flow dynamics of non-Newtonian viscous 
fluids and construct a computational method for the thin-plate flow problem. The particular 
model that describes the thin-plate flow of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluids is given 
by the following partial differential equation system: 
in QT, (2) 
.+T = 0, on CT, 
qt=o =uo, in R, 
where fl is an open domain with smooth boundary in R2, and afl denotes the boundary of Zn, 
CT = dR x (O,T), QT = 52 x (0, T), T E (0, +m), ui and p denote, respectively, the velocity 
and pressure, while f and uc denote the given external force and initial velocity vector held. The 
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fllnctions K(-, .) and F(s) depend on the specific fluid’s viscosity coefficient n(.). The relatio~hips 
between K(-, -) and n(a), and F( .) and n( .) are, respectively, 
K(D, E) = (3) ‘“2;l l’n($$ [(1-s2~~2D?+~**-2~2]1’2) (I-s2’) ds, 
and 
F(E) = $-g (YE). 
Here, h > 0 is the distance between two thin plates, X > l/2 is a constant. Additionally, 
diJ(u) = 2 + s/2: 11(~) = [(Cpj=r ~~~(~))/2)1’2, and 1(a) = (ai + z&i/2. In this paper, it 
is necessary to assume that the viscosity coe~cie~lt n(,) satisfies conditions (Hf7). 
There are many applications of thin-plate flow of polymeric materials in polymer processing. 
Because of the complexity of the flow of non-Newtonian viscous fluid, analytical methods for 
it have been suggested only in the case of one-dimensional fully developed flow (see [3]). The 
progress in technique, however, requires more accurate theoretical methods for dealing with the 
flow problem of polymeric materials. Some flows, for instance the flow in injection molding 
of boxes, cannot be regarded as one-dimensional fully developed flow. Therefore, a general two- 
dimensional mathematical model of thin-plate flow of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluid 
is necessary. Using the particular model (2), an injection process with a single gate is discussed 
and the formula for calculation of the injection pressure in this injection process with a single gate 
is obtained in [5]. Much effort has been made by mathematicians and scientists in the study of 
models (l), but the results about model (2) are quite few. Naturally, we are motivated to study 
the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of generalized solutions of model (2). In this paper, 
we seek to prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for generalized solutions and to discuss 
the regularity of the generalized solution of the initial boundary problem of incompressible non- 
Newtonian viscous fluids. Under some reasonable conditions, we have obtained some completely 
new conclusions on the existence, uniqueness, and the regularity of generalized solutions for 
model (2). 
2. NOTATION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout the following, R will be a bounded and open subset of R2 with sufficiently smooth 
boundary a& We consider the Dirichlet boundary problem of model (2) that describes the thin- 
plate flow of incompressible non-Newtonian viscous fluids (see [5]). We start our discussion by 
introducing some familiar function spaces and some notation which will be used in the sequel. 
First, define D(Q) = CT(Q) to be the space of (real-valued) smooth functions with compact 
support in the domain 0, and let us use the standard notation for the usual Sobolev spaces 
(see [14]), e.g., t2(Q) denotes the space of (real-valued) functions which are square integrable 
over R with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We also define the spaces V and H as 
and the norms in V and H, respectively, by 
and 
I4 = [j 
112 
( u:+zq dx 
1 
I Vu = (ul,u2) E H. 
cl 
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It is clear that V and H are Hilbert spaces. In addition, let V” be the dual space of V and H* 
be the dual space of H. We have V c H c V* and H = H*, where the two embeddings are 
compact. Let (et a) denote the dual product between V and V*, and 11 . /I* denotes the norm 
in space V*. Generally, if /a, b] is a closed real interval and X a red Banach space with the 
norm Ij 11, then P(a, 6: X), 1 < p I 00 denotes the space of all (ciasses of) strongly measurabIe 
functions: 2, : [a, b] --t X such that s,” Ilw(x)II d3: < oc, with the usual modification if p = 00. At 
this moment, we can define our abstract operators. 
DEFINITION 1. The operator A(., -) : V x V --+ V* is defhed by 
(A(w,.u),w) = f / K(ll(~),I(~))d~j(~)dij(~~)d~, vu,v,w E v, (5) 
s-2 
the operator E(., .) : V x V --+ V* by 
(E(w, u), w) = J, u$‘(l(w))wi dx, 
the operator I?(-, .) : V x V --+ V* by 
vu, 21, w E v, 
vu,w,w E v. 
(6) 
(7) 
1Ve then introduce the space TV(0, T; V), it is 
Endowed with the norm in this space by 
It is also clear that the space IV(0, T; V) is a Hilbert space and the embedding from IY(0, T; V) 
to L’(O, T; H) is compact. In addjtion, we have W(0, T; V) c C(0, T; H) (see ~15,~6~~. 
By rtshg Green ‘.s formula, we can define the generaked solution of system (2) by the standard 
procedure, e.g., multiplying the original equations by test functions and integrating by parts. 
DEFINITION 2. If f E L2(O> T; V*) ,UO E H, then a function u E L2(0,T; V) fl L”(O,T; H), 
g E L2(0, T; V”) is the generalized solution of system (21, if and only if u is the solution of the 
initial problem 
$ + A(u, u) + B(u, u) i- E(u, u) = f, a.e.+ t E (O,T), 
(8) 
.u(O) = uo. 
If II E L2(0, T; V), f E L2(0, T: V’), ZLO E H and satisfies conditions K(1), K(2), h’(3), F(1), 
and F(2) mentioned as follows! 2 = f - A( u, u) - B(u, u) - E(u, u) is in L2(0, T; V’). Now we 
give the existence and uniqueness theorem for generalized solutions of system (2). In addition, 
a regularity theorem for generalized solutions of system (2) is obtained under some reasonable 
conditions. 
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THEOREM 1. Let s2 be a bounded open set in R2 with sufficiently smooth boundary d R, if I<(., .) 
and F(.) satisfy 
K(1) I((.,.) E C([O,+cc) x [O,+oo)), 3kl. kz > 0 satisfying 
kl 5 K(II,I) 5 k2? VI, II 2 0, 
K(2) 3cx E (0, k,) satisfving 
[K(112, I)112 - K(111,1)11t](11* - 111) > a(Ilz - 11#, t/1,11, 2 0, 
K (3) 3 CK sa tisfymg 
[Lc(LL, L(W)) - I< (IL: L (G))] IL 2 CKI (W - u)) , VII 2 0,w:w E R2, 
F(1) F(.) E C[O, +oo), 3ft,f2 satisfying 
fl L f,(I) i f2. VI>O, 
F(2) [u,F(I(u)) - ~F(I(~f))l(w - 4 2 0, Vu. v E R2, 
where k1, kg, fl, f2, CK are positi\re constants and 1 = 112. Let f E L2(0,T; V’) and ‘1~0 E H, 
then there exists a generalized solution u for system (2) sa tisfymg 
u E L2(0, T; V) n L”(0, T; H), 
du 
z E L2 (0, T: V*) , (9) 
and this generalized solution is unique. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a bounded open set in R2 with sufficiently smooth boundary 8 R, besides 
Conditions K(1), K(2), K(3), F(I), and F(2) mentioned in Theorem 1, if 3 E L2(0,T; V*), 
f(0) E H, uo E Vj and A(uo,uo), B(uo,zQ), E(uo,uo) E H, then system (2) has a unique 
generalized solution u satisfymg 
u E L2(0, T: V) n L”(0, T: H), $ E L2(0, T; V) n Lm(OIT; H). (10) 
REMARK 1. We know that the viscosity coefficient functions n(.) of most non-Newtonian viscous 
fluids satisfy the following conditions (see [3,5]): 
dqo<0 
ds - ’ 
V/s>O, 
dMs)sl ->o>o, 
ds 
v/s 2 0. 
From relationships (3) and (A), by some calculation, it is easy to see from the above conditions 
that Conditions K(l), K(2), K(3), F(l), and F(2) are reasonable. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
Before proving the theorems, we shall consider some lemmas which will be used later. 
LEMMA 1. If K(.. .) satisfies Conditions K(1) and K(2), then the operator A(w, .) : V + V’ is a 
monotone, coercive, h-semicontinuous, and bounded operator for an arbitrary w f V and 
1 
Mw, u), 4 r - W2/14]2, 
2 (11) 
where fi is a Poincare coefficient. 
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PROOF. Letting U, V, w E V be arbitrary, after some calculation, we deduce from Conditions K(1) 
and K(2) that 
(A(uJ, u) - A(w, w), u - v) - ; s, dfj(u. - v) dz 
2 
s 
n { [K(ll(u), I(w))ll(u) - K(II(v), I(w))ll(z~)][ll(u) - II(v)] - cr[ll(u) - II(v)]*} dx. 
Further, from Conditions K(2) and the Poincare inequality (see [17]), we deduce from the above 
inequality that 
(12) 
and (ll), where p is a Poincare coefficient. 
Additionally, for VX > 0, a E V, we have 
((A(w, u - X), v) - (A(w, u), v)l 
1 
=- 
I/ 2 R 
{I<(ll(u - X0), I(W)) di, (U - X@) dij(v) 
- K(ll(~), I(‘w))dij(u) d,j(v)} dx 
+ S S, IK(IIu - XV), I(W))/ ld;j (fi) dij(v)j dx. 
According to Conditions K(l), K(2)? and the Lesbegue’s control convergence theorem, we deduce 
from the above inequality that 
[(A (w, u - G) 1~1) - (A(w, u),v)l + 0, X -+ 0, (13) 
and 
This is Lemma 1. 
1 
llA(W,u)ll* 5 - ~zllull. 2 (14) 
LE~IMX 2. If F(.) satisfies Condition F(1)> then the operator E(w, .) from V to V’ is a monotone, 
h-semicontinuous, and bounded operator for an arbitrary given w E V such that 
The proof of Lemma 2 is analogous to that of Lemma 1. 
LE~IA~A 3. For an arbitrary given w E V, the operator B(w, .) from V to V’ is a monotone, 
h-semicontinuous, and bounded, and the operator has the following properties: 
(a) (B(w, IL), u) = 0, Vu E V, 
(b) (B(w,u),v) = -(B(,w.zJ),u), Vu;u E V. 
(c) I(B(w,v),~)l I Cgll~~~~‘*~wI~‘~~~~~~~~ull~‘~~u~~’*: VU,Z’E V, 
Where Cn is a positive constant. 
PROOF. It may be easily verified that the operator B(w, .) is monotone, h-semicontinuous, and 
bounded, and the fact that the operator has Properties (a) and (b). Indeed, by using Holder’s 
inequality, we have 
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Further, utilizing the inequality I[u(~L.I(R) 5 C’~l~~~‘/*~u(‘/~, we then have inequality (c). The 
proof of Lemma 3 is completed. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
(i) We prove the existence of a generalized solution for system (2). The methods employed in 
proving Theorem 1 are the Schauder’s fixed-point principle and monotone operator theory. Let w 
be an arbitrary but fixed element in L2(0, T, V) nLm(O, T; H), and consider the operator system 
(A(4t), .)~~(~~t~), ~)+E(w(tf, .f)t~[o,~j, bs 7 virtue of Lemmas l-3 and Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 3 
in monograph [18j, we know that there exists a unique u E W(0, T; V) such that 
~+A(w,u)+B( w, u) + E(w, u) = f, a.e., t E [O,T), 
(16) 
u(0) = ‘UO. 
Now, we get operator A : w -+ u = deu maps the space L2(0,T; V) n Lm(O,T;H) to the 
space W(O, T; V). To prove the existence of a generalized solution of (2): it is sufficient to show 
A has a fixed point. In order to prove that the mapping A has a fixed point, let us denote 
S = (2~ : ZI E L*(O, T; V) n L=‘(O, T: H), I/ z’ L2(0.T;Vf 5 AI, If4lL~(O.T;H) I q 3 11 
where Af is a sufficiently large positive constant depending on Ilfll* and 1~01. It is obvious that S 
is a bounded, closed convex subset in L2(0, T; H). Using (ll), Lemma 2, Lemma 3(a), and Kato’s 
lemma, we may deduce from (16) that 
(17) 
i.e., 
where C is a positive constant. Let us set 
r rT 
then we have AS c S. 
ll’*,max{ &@,I}, 
Because the operators A(w, 0) and E(u, *) are bounded, from (16) and (18), we know that AS 
is a bounded subset in W(0, T; V). Therefore, according to the fact that the space W(0, T; V) 
is a Hilbert space and the embedding from ~~(0, T; V) to L*(O, T, H) is compact, to prove the 
existence of fixed point of mapping A, it suffices to show A : S c L2(0,T; H) -+ L2(0, T; H) is 
continuous. For this purpose, we consider a sequence {w~},“,~ c S that strongly convergences 
to w E S in L*(O,T; H) and set un = dwn,u = dw. We note that the sequence {w,)r& is 
bounded in W(0, T; V), therefore, we can extract a subsequence, again denoted by {w~}~!~, such 
that 
~%I(& t) - W(G t), n -+ cc, V a.e., (z,t) E s1 x (O,T), (19) 
&(Z, t) - Q, Q, n --+ 3cj, V a.e., (z,t) E 52 x (O,T), (20) 
u, + E, weakly in L*(O, T; V) and weak-star in Lco(O, T; H), (21) 
u, - ii, strongly in L2(0, T; H), cw 
weakly in L* (0, T; V*) (23) 
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For ‘du f L2(0,T; V), using Lemma 3(b), as n --+ 30, we have 
J 
T T 
(B(W,L, %), v) dt = - (B(w, 2?), u,) dt = - 
0 s 0 .f T {B(W? Zf), G) dt = I T (B (w, i) , v) dt, 0 0 
i.e., 
B(%l, %) I--) B (ZL’, a) 7 weakly in L2 (0, T; V*) . 
Analogousiy, by virtue of Condition F(l) and (19),(20), we find that 
(241 
I 
T s T JE(w un)r v) dt --+ (E (w, ii) ,zf) dt, 0 0 
i.e., 
E(%, u,) --+ E (w, aif I weakly in L2 (0, T; V*) , 
Notice that the set {A(w, u,)}~& is bounded in L2(0, T; V’); we may assume that 
weakly in L2 (0, T; V*) . 
P-5) 
(26) 
Further, due to Condition K(3), notice that 
weakly in L* (0, T; V*) , 
and the identity 
A(,wn, u,) = [A(wn, u,) - A(w, tin)] + A(w, ‘ttn)r 
it follows that 
A(w> ~4 - x> weakly in L2 (0, T; V*) . (27) 
Now setting w = w,, u = u, in (16) and making TE --+ co? by virtue of (23)-(2G), we have 
dii 
dt+X+B(w,o)+E(~~,ii)=:f, a.e., t E (O,T), 
(28) 
n(0) = u(). 
Let us set 
P, = (A(w,zl,)-A(w,~,),~,-#)+ 
du, dd, 
dt--pn-# >I dt, 
where 4 E IV(O,Tr V) and 4(O) = ug. In fact, using the monotonicity of the operator A(w, .), we 
deduce that P, 2 0 for arbitrary n E N. In addition, using (16) (setting 21 = tin,2u = .w~), we 
deduce that 
P, = 
J[ 
oT U’,GJ - (A( %I, u,), %z) - (E(%, %I), %J 
- 2 + A(w, Cp), an 
du, 
(29) 
dt + A(w u&4 f (A(w,Q u,> dt. 1 
By virtue of Condition K(3) and noting that {q,} is bounded in La(O, T: V), it follows that 
= [(A( T ‘tuti, a,), u,) - {A(w, a,), u - ~2)] dt I JJ 5 CKI(Wn - ,~)rI(~~) dxdt --+ 0. 0 R 
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Further, according to (21), we may deduce that 
Therefore. we may deduce from (28) and (29) that 
lim P, = f,'cG J[oT (f,ii)- (E(w,ii),ii)- ($ +A(w,q!J),ii-# ) ($f +X,4)] dt - 
T 
J K dfi d4 = ---9 dt dt ii--i,? t-(X-A(w,c$).ti-qb) dt>O. 0 > 1 
Now let us set # = E - A,$, X > 0, + E W(0, T: V), Q(O) = 0, and we find from the above 
inequality that 
~~T(~,~)d~+~T (X-Af,~,~-X1L),~)dt>O. 
In the above inequality, letting X 1 0, we deduce from the semicontinuity of operator A(w, +) that 
J 
T 
(X-A(w,ti),ti)dt>O, v $ E iV(0, T: V), @J(O) = g(T) = 0, (30) 
0 
i.e., 
From (28), we have 
X=A(w,ii). (31) 
~+A(w,B)+B(m:8)+E(~:,~)=J. a.e., t E (O,T), 
ii(O) = uo. 
By virtue of Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 3 in monograph [IS] again, i.e., solution’s uniqueness, we 
have the fact that 21 = C. From the above, we obtain dw, = un I* ii = d,w in L2(0,T;H), i.e., 
1~~ -+ u strongly in L’(O, T; H), so that the operator A is continuous. Using the compactness 
of the embedding from W(0, T; V) to L*(O, T; H) and the Schauder’s fixed-point principle, we 
deduce that the operator A has a fixed point. So, it follows that there exists a generalized solution 
for system (2). 
(ii) Now we prove the uniqueness of generalized solutions of system (2). For this purpose, let u’, u” 
be two generalized solutions for system (2) and set ‘LL = U’ - 21”. From the definition of generalized, 
we deduce that 
du 
;ii.+A(~‘,~‘)-A(~“,~“)+B(~,~‘)+E(11’~~’)-E(~”,~“),~ =o, 
> 
u(O) = 0. 
(32) 
Using Conditions F(2), K(3). and (12), we have, respectively, 
(E (u’. u’) - E (IL”, u”). u) 2 0 
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using Lemma 3(c) again, we obtain 
I@ (u, u’) > 41 I cl3 Ib’ll ll~llI4~ 
Now from the above inequality, we may deduce from (32) that 
1 d 
2 -$ l#? + ; ~~2~1~(~)112 2 c3 Ilu’(t)\l ~~~(~)lll~(~)l i- CK / ~(~(~))~~(~(~)) f&c. 
n 
So, by virtue of Young’s inequality, we have inequality 
g lW2 5 C (1 + 11~~(~)112) lW2~ (33) 
where C is a constant independent of t E [0, T]. Therefore, from the Gronwall inequality and the 
fact that u(O) = 0, we deduce that u(t) E 0 in [O,T], i.e.. 21’ = u”. This is the conclusion. 
PROOF OF THEOREhr 2. In order to prove Theorem 2, it is sufficient to prove that 
(34) 
and 
ju(t + h) - u(tf1’ + C3 J o* jIu(t + II)- u(t)lj2dt 
5 C&(h) - uo/’ + C’s J oT ilf(t + It)- fWll:d~~ 
Using the obvious inequality 
IV(~) - .W)II* < ot II~‘WIL dT < t”* (J’ II~II: dT) J 
l/2 
5 ~t”~, 
0 
where u is a generalized solution of system {2) and C’ is a positive constant iildependent of t. 
For this purpose, we let tt > 0, and using the definition of a generalized solution for system (2), 
we obtain, after some calculation, that 
1 
/,u(h) - z@12 + - rE1P2 
2 s 
0h lb@) - d12 dt 
5 Ch2 + 2CI 
.I 
gh lo(t) - 21&t + zc, 
s 
h lu(t) - 2101 dt 
0 
(35) 
(36) 
where C is a positive constant, and from the Gronwall inequality, we deduce that 
b(h) - uol I Ch, (37) 
whereCi(i=l... 5) are positive constants and that depend on the domain 52, so 
-?-- lu(h) - uol 
km0 h < C. 
From (3G), multiplying by l/h*, we find that 21 is a bounded variation function in [O,T], thus, 
the generalized solution u is almost everywhere differentiable on [O,if] (in the topology of H). 
After multiplying by l/h2 and setting h --) 0, we may deduce fro& (36j that 
5 c. 
LX (O.T:H) 
(38) 
Similarly. we have in the sense of distribution that 
u(t + h) - u(t) du 
h --+ dtl 
weakly in L2(0, T; V), 
SO T du ’ Jll /I 0 dt dt I C. 
(39) 
(40) 
Thus, we have obtained inequality (34) and the proof of Theorem 2 has been completed. 
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